## Context of the research activity

Energy-related research is a flourishing, yet challenging field in modern-day science. In the battery field, every component of the cell has to be designed, tested, possible problems identified, optimized, and tested again in a cycle until either satisfactory results are reached or the reason behind the failure is identified. For this purpose, advanced structural characterization of the materials is necessary. X-ray-based methods, also in operando modality, offer the possibility to disclose the structure-property relationship and identify ill-performance of material, electrodes, and cells.
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## Objectives

The objectives of this PhD are: i) to characterize raw materials as a active material for the slurry ii) to process electrodes and assemble half and full cells and perform the electrochemical testing; iii) to design, propose and adapt the most useful advanced analytical techniques for the analysis of Li-ion and Na-ion battery, identifying properties and failure mechanism; IV) to perform operando characterization of the cell by adopting a multi-techniques approach to investigate reaction mechanisms in batteries and to shed light to their evolution/Modification during their operativity.

## Skills and competencies

The ideal candidate should be a material scientist or engineer, chemist, physicist or chemical engineer. Expertise in electrochemistry, and advanced processes as well as problem solving ability and practical experience in the
for the development of the activity processes as well as problem-solving ability and practical experience in the laboratory would be an additional value. The applicant should have a strong motivation to work in an international environment and act a bridge between industry and academia.